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Summary. In this short note we extend the notion of red-green Turing machines to
specic variants of P automata. Acceptance and recognizability of nite strings by red-
green automata are dened via innite runs of the automaton on the input string and
the way how to distinguish between red and green states.
1 Introduction
In this short note we introduce the notion of red-green automata in the area of
P systems. Acceptance and recognizability of nite strings by a red-green Turing
machine are dened via innite runs of the automaton on the input string and the
way how to distinguish between red and green states; via innite runs which are
allowed to change between red and green states more than once, more than the
recursively enumerable sets of strings can be obtained, i.e.,in that way we can \go
beyond Turing". Various possibilities how to \go beyond Turing" to be already
found in the literature are discussed in [9]; most of the denitions and results for
red-green Turing machines are taken from this paper. In the area of P systems,
rst attempts to do that can be found in [5] and [8]. Computations with innite
words by P automata have been investigated in [4].
Here we focus on the idea of being able to switch between red and green states
in P automata, where states are specic properties of a conguration, for example,
the occurrence or the non-occurrence of a specic symbol. As for Turing machines,
with one change from red to green states, we can accept all recursively enumerable
languages. A similar result can easily be obtained for many variants of P automata,
especially for the basic model using antiport rules assigned to the skin membrane.
In this note we only focus on the concept of red-green automata for P automata,
without giving formal denitions or proofs, as we assume the reader to know the
underlying notions and concepts from formal language theory (e.g., see ) as well
as from the area of P systems (e.g., see ). A lot of research topics wait for being
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investigated for P automata \going beyond Turing", but as well for the idea of
having red and green congurations together with models of P automata which
are not computationally complete, as for example dP automata.
2 Red{Green Turing Machines
A Turing machine M is called a red{green Turing machine if its set of internal
states Q is partitioned into two subsets, Qr and Qg, and M operates without
halting. Qr is called the set of red states, Qg the set of green states.
Red{green Turing machines can be seen as a type of !-Turing machines on
nite inputs with a recognition criterion based on some property of the set(s) of
states visited (in)nitely often, in the tradition of !-automata (see [4]), i.e., we
call an innite run of the Turing machine on input w recognizing if and only if
 no red state is visited innitely often and
 some green states (one or more) are visited innitely often.
Comment. In the following, \mind change" means changing the color, i.e.,
changing from red to green or vice versa.
To get the reader familiar with the basic idea of red-green automata, we give
a short sketch of the proofs for some well-known results (see [9]):
Theorem 1. A set of strings L is recognized by a red{green TM with one mind
change if and only if L 2 1, i.e., if L is recursively enumerable.
Proof. Let L be the set of strings recognized by a red{green TM M with one mind
change. Then design a TM that enumerates all possible inputs, simulates and
dovetails the computations of M on these inputs, and outputs string w whenever
M makes its rst mind change (if any) during the computation on w.
Conversely, if L 2 1 and M is the TM that enumerates L, then design a red{
green TM that on input w simulates the computation of M in red but switches to
green when w appears in the enumeration. This machine precisely recognizes L.
ut
2.1 Red-Green Turing Machines { Going Beyond RE
If more mind changes are allowed, the full power of red{green Turing machines is
revealed. For example, the complement of a recursively enumerable set L need not
be recursively enumerable, too, but it is always red{green recognizable:
Let M 0 be the TM recognizing L. Then construct a red{green TM M that
operates on inputs w as follows: starting in red, the machine immediately switches
to green and starts simulating M 0 on w. If M 0 halts (thus recognizing w), the
machine switches to red and stays in red from then onward. It follows that M
precisely recognizes, in fact accepts, the set L. (Acceptance means that for every
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word not recognized by the TM it will never make an innite number of mind
changes, i.e., it nally will end up in red.)
The following result characterizes the computational power of red{green Turing
machines (see [9]):
Theorem 2. (i) Red{green Turing machines recognize exactly the 2 sets of the
Arithmetical Hierarchy.
(ii) Red{green Turing machines accept exactly the 2 sets of the Arithmetical
Hierarchy.
3 The basic Model of P Automata
The basic model of P automata as introduced in [2] and in a similar way in [3]
is based on antiport rules, i.e., on rules of the form u=v, i.e., the multiset u goes
out through the membrane and v comes in instead. As it is already folklore, only
one membrane is needed for obtaining computational completeness with only one
membrane; the input string is dened as the sequence of terminal symbols taken
in during a halting computation. Restricting ourselves to P automata with only
one membrane as the basic model, we dene a P automaton as follows:
A P automaton is a construct
 = (O; T;w;R)
where
 O is the alphabet of objects,
 T is the terminal alphabet,
 w is the multiset of objects present in the skin membrane at the beginning of
a computation, and
 R is a nite set of antiport rules.
The strings accepted by  consist of the sequences of terminal symbols taken
in during a halting computation.
Let us cite from [8]:
\... a super-Turing potential is naturally and inherently present in evo-
lution of living organisms."
In that sense, we now seek for this potential in P automata.
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4 Red-Green P Automata
The main challenge is how to dene \red" and \green" states in P automata. In
fact, states sometimes are considered to simply be the congurations a P automa-
ton may reach during a computation, or some specic elements occurring in a
conguration dene its state.
Another variant is to consider the multiset applicable to a conguration as its
state, which especially makes sense in the case of deterministic systems. Yet then
these multisets have to be divided into \red" and \green" ones.
The easiest way to do this is to specify a subset of the rules as green rules, and
all multisets consisting of such green rules only constitute the set of all \green"
multisets, whereas all the other ones are \red" multisets.
A stronger condition is to divide the set of rules into \red" and \green" and to
dene the set of \red" and \green" multisets as those which only consist of \red"
and \green" rules, respectively. But then the problem arises how to deal with the
multisets of rules consisting of rules of both colors.
5 First Results
As is well known, even with the basic model of P automata as dened above we
obtain computational completeness by easy simulations of register machines (which
themselves are known, even with only two registers, to be able to simulate the
actions of a Turing machine). Hence, the following results are direct consequences
of the results known for Turing machines:
Theorem 3. A set of strings L is recognized by a red{green P automaton with one
mind change if and only if L 2 1, i.e., if L is recursively enumerable.
Theorem 4. (i) Red{green P automata recognize exactly the 2 sets of the Arith-
metical Hierarchy.
(ii) Red{green P automata accept exactly the 2 sets of the Arithmetical Hier-
archy.
Proof. (Sketch) Let TM be a Turing machine and RM be a register machine
simulating TM having its set of internal states Q partitioned into two subsets,
Qr and Qg; TM operates without halting; Qr is the set of red states, Qg the set
of green states. The register machine can alos colour its states in red and green,
but when simulating the actions of TM eventually needs a green and red variant
of its states and actions in order to totally stay within the same color as TM
when simulating the actions of one computation step of TM . The P automaton
 = (O; T;w;R) can simulate the actions of RM very easily, e.g., see Chapter V
in [6], without introducing trap symbols, and even in a deterministic way provided
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RM is deterministic. The rules in R are of the form qu=pv where q; p are states of
RM and u; v are multisets not containing a state symbol. Hence, a conguration
can be dened to exactly have the color of the state symbol from RM currently
occurring in the skin region. ut
One of the main reasons that the proof of the preceding theorems is that easy
is based on the fact that the simulation does not need the trick to trap non-wanted
evolutions of the system, which is a trick used very often in the area of P systems.
Yet this exactly would contradict the basic feature of the red{green automata way
of acceptance by looking at innite computations. Fortunately, the basic model of
P automata comes along with this nice feature of not needing trap rules for being
able to simulate register machines. Only few models of P automata have this nice
feature; another variant are P automata with anti-matter, just recentlyintroduced
and investigated, see [1].
6 Future Research
Besides investigating the variants of dening \red"/\green", there are various other
models of P automata which deserve to be taken into consideration, e.g., dP au-
tomata and anti-matter automata.
There are already a lot of strategies and models to be found in the litera-
ture how to \go beyond Turing"; some of them should also be of interest to be
considered in the P systems area. Thus, a wide range of possible variants to be
investigated remains for future research.
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